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Two studies have investigated BBLs as a contributing factor to PSRTs [11, 12] . Hammond et 74 al. [11, 12] , quantified PSRTs to a monochromatic (yellow) sinusoidal grating in patients with yellow 75 intraocular lenses (IOLs). However, they found that PSRTs were not significantly different from 76 clear IOLs or phakic controls, but in a subsequent study, the authors did show that PSRTs improved 77 when the stimulus background was blue. This improvement in PSRTs might be attributed to the fact 78 that BBLs inherently reduce blue light, and thereby enhancing image contrast. While these reports 79 implicate that BBLs have the potential of affecting vision and PSRTs, the stimulus conditions under 80 which they impair vision remains unclear. In the present study, we sought to further contribute to 81 understanding the potential effects of BBLs on PSRTs by investigating how they might be affected 82 by stimulus contrast and colour. Our motivation for doing so is two-fold: Firstly, as mentioned, BBLs 83 appear to greatly affect vision under low light level conditions, and they might also affect PSRTs.
84 Secondly, BBLs selectively filter blue light, and potentially PSRTs are dependent on the colour of 85 the stimulus [11, 12] .
86
In the present study, two experiments were conducted to investigate the effect of newer 87 generation BBLs on PSRTs. In Experiment 1, the time required to correctly identify an achromatic 88 letter optotype after exposure to an intense light source was measured for low and high stimulus 89 contrasts sufficiently for those to be within photopic and mesopic limits. In Experiment 2, PSRTs 105 The spectral transmittance characteristics of these lenses were previously measured using a Cary 118 were prepared to be worn as goggles, which allowed the BBLs to be worn over spectacles. 166 photostress, the optotype was immediately presented at the centre of the computer monitor, and the 167 time required to correctly name the letter provided an indication of the PSRT (Fig 2) .
168
The above mentioned procedures were repeated for achromatic targets with contrast levels of 
Results

181
The PSRTs required to detect an achromatic target stimulus were plotted against the stimulus 182 luminance contrast (Fig 4) . 294 detection, and therefore stoppage and reaction times, and therefore might pose a safety risk for a 295 driver, which outweighs their benefits, which has yet to be proven. These unintended properties of 296 BBLs are particularly significant given that newer generation BBLs are a design feature of spectacles 297 intended for everyday wear and cannot be removed.
298
In the present study, PSRTs were measured in younger participants (18-39 years old) with no 299 history of ocular disease or abnormal vision. However, PSRTs have been shown to be dependent on 
